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UNIVERSITY I ECONOMY

UNIVERSITY I HEALTH STATUS

Students recovering from injuries
Dvorak Concert Hall
remains closed
until after inspection
By STEPHEN DI BENEDETIO
News Editor
The two students injured by a
heavy panel inside Dvorak Concert
Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts Center are recovering.
Ac.cording to an e-mail obtained
by 1he Daily Eastern News, student

Pat Rheingruber sustained severe
injuries to his hand and was sent to
Springfield Memorial Hospital to
see a hand specialist.
Rheingruber was expected to
have surgery Thursday and is otherwise doing fine, the e-mail stated.
Student Trent Mason was
released from Sarah Bush Lincoln
Heath Center with a tooth knocked
out and a couple of chipped teeth,
the e-mail stated.
Parker Melvin, chair of the
music department, sent the e-mail

to multiple faculty members. Melvin did not respond to phone call
or e-mail inquiries.
In the e-mail, Melvin stated
one of the large pivoting doors of
the organ speaker chamber fell and
struck Mason and Rheingruber.
The door was on the rear wall of
the Dvorak stage.
Gary Reed, director of facilities,
planning and management, said
the door has a copper exterior, with
a wood center.
"The panel is mounted on hing-

es and is designed to open," he
said.
President Bill Perry said, to his
knowledge, there was a failure
of components or installation in
regards to the door.
"Most of the time in these cases, it's either the installation of the
component or a faulty component," he said. "There may be other
causes, but in my experiences this
is the case."

»

SEE INJURIES, PAGE 5

UNIVERSITY I RESOURCES

Honeywell
expects
continued
progress

ROBOT WARS

Company received
notification on halted
project late Tuesday
By STEPHEN DI BENEDETTO
News Editor
Honeywell International is anticipating continued progress with
Eastern and its Renewable Energy
Center project.
"We look forward to continuing
the relationship on this and future
projects," said Aaron Parker, public
relations manager for Honeywell's
Building Solutions.
President Bill Perry announced
Tuesday the $40 million Renewable Energy Center project had
been halted because of the struggling economy and credit markets.
In his statement, he said alternative funds are being considered for
the project.
Perry, who is out of the office
today, said a contract bid between
Eastern and Honeywell for construction of the center was pulled
off the Board of Trustees' agenda '
for its Friday meeting.
Prior to Perry's announcement,
construction on the center was
scheduled to begin in the spring
semester.
Parker said Honeywell was
not aware of Eastern's decision to
delay the project until late Tuesday
night.
"We don't have all the details at
this point," he said.
Parker said Honeywell has been
working with Eastern for almost a
decade, helping the university build
a more energy-efficient campus.
"We'll support the university in
its efforts to evaluate the viability of the center and other conservation measures that were jointly
developed as part of this process,"
he said.
The other conservation measures
included a small wind turbine farm
and the replacement of windows in
the South Quad residence halls and
Stevenson Hall.

»

SEE HONEYWELL, PAGE 6

Budget'
maybe
reduced
By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor
Legislation has been introduced
in the Illinois General Assembly
that would reduce the Fiscal Year
2009 budgets by 8 percent for all
state agencies that report to the governor.
Eastern is one of those agencies.
Wednesday night, President Bill
Perry was asked to outline potential
impacts that such a cut would have
on the university and send it to the
legislature for a hearing held Thursday in Springfield.
Eight percent of Eastern's appropriated funds equates to $4 million. This morning a tentative list of
potential impacts was put together.
"This list is an honest assessment
of what the impacts will be," Perry
said.
"There could be others, but we
have sent this list in to the legislature for their information."
That list was then sent out via email to the campus community.
"I believe that the best thing
to do with regard to budgets and
these kinds of considerations is to
be open and transparent about it,"
Perry said. "The email was not sent
out to alarm people but simply to
inform people of what we submitted to legislature."
The list of tentative, potential
impacts includes reduction of nonsafety related maintenance, postponement of filling some vacant
positions, reduction of spending
on programmatic and equipment
needs, reduction of summer school
offerings, reduction of utility expenditures and implementation of some
layoffs.

»

SEE BUDGET, PAGE 5

FEATURE I CHARITY

American
stu ents

belp save

castle_
RIQgiam
By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activities Editor

CODY RICH ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Sgt. Willard of the U.S. Army shows off some of the Army's newest technology called a PackBot. This
robot is designed to go places that danger is too high to have a human presence. According to Sgt.
Willard the robot normally has an arm attached to interact with the environment it is sent into. For
example, if it is sent into a bomb site the bomb can be retrieved and brought out without any risk of
losing a life.
-

Bailey Young, professor of archeology, and Herbert Laslqt rcrjred
dean of the Honors College organ~ American committee,
Friends of the Walloon Heritage, to
qelp the Heritage Institute of Wallonia (IPW) raise funds to preserve the
Walhain Castle in Belgium.
Since 1998, Young has made it
possible for college students at different universities, including Eastern,
to take part in the Summer Archaeology in Belgium Program in July.
Young said IPW always welcome
the students with open arms and
accepts the summer archaeology program every year.

»

SEE CASTLE, PAGE 5
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EDITORIAL BOARD

NEW YORK- Britney Spears is
craving more freedom.
In an upcoming behind-thescenes documentary, the 26-year-old
pop star says: "If I wasn't under the
restraints that I'm under right now,
with all the lawyers and doctors and
people analyzing me every day and
all that kind of stuff ... I'd feel so liberated, and feel like myself"
The 90-minute film, "Britney:
For the Record," airs Nov. 30 on
MTV and the LOGO network.
She is shown backstage at the MTV
Video Music Awards; recording her
new album, "Circus"; dodging the
paparazzi; and goofing off with her
father, Jamie, who controls her personal and financial affairs.

LOS ANGELES - Jennifer Garner has won a restraining order from
a man she says has been stalking her
for years.
An attorney for Garner appeared
in a Los Angeles courtroom Thursday morning and won three years of
protection for Garner, husband Ben
Affleck and their daughter, Violet.
As first reported by TMZ, Garner
petitioned for protection earlier this
month from 36-year-old Steven R.
Burky, who she says has been harassing her since 2002.
Ga~ner wrote in a sworn state-
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ment that she believed Burky's "obsessive, threatening and stalking behavior" posed a threat to her and
her family. The former star of the
television series "Alias," Garner has
also appeared in recent films such as
"Juno" and "The Kingdom."

Jennifer Garner wins order
against alleged stalker
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Affleck tours eastern Congo refugee camps·
GOMA, Congo - Ben Affleck is
talking to children and aid officials
in refugee camps in war-torn eastern
Congo in an effort to raise awareness
of the conflict that has displaced at
least 250,000 people.
The actor has visited the Central African country four times since
2007 and also has made a documentary about its problems.
· 'Tm not an expert in international affairs or diplomacy, but it
doesn't take that to see the tremendous suffering here," he told The Associated Press on Thursday in Goma,
the regional capital.
Years of sporadic violence in eastern Congo intensified in August,
when fighting heated up between
the army and fighters loyal to rebel
leader Laurent Nkunda.
Some fear the current crisis could
once again draw in neighboring
countries. Congo's devastating 19982002 war split the vast nation ·into
rival fiefdoms and involved half a
dozen African armies.
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"The primary reason I am here
is to urge people to give money to
the NGOs and charities doing hard
work in eastern Congo on meager
funds," he said. "And if people out
there have an existing relationship
with a charity, to urge that charity
to get involved in eastern Congo. To
let people know, 'Don't just read the
horror stories in the newspapers and
turn off."'
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Two Hodgepodge defenders chase down an Alpha Phi in the Women's Intramural Flag Football Championship game
at O'Brien Stadium Thursday night. Alpha Phi edged out Hodgepodge for the win.
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"Manl[accused of hurling sandwich at girlfriend
Thei '.A.ssociated Press

The Millenium Place

Court records show Rodriguez did nor have an attor-

ney as 9f'lhUtSday:

PORT .S f;··LUCIE, Ela. -A Fforida.man is accused
of t<)~~ng. ,~ sandwich at .h.i.s gi.rlfri¢.Q.d as they cruised NV couple, trucker help
doV?P. an i9-tetstate. knocking off her glasses and nearly injured butterfly migrate
LAKE LUZERNE; N.Y. - A monarch butterfly has
c.ausing h~J; to lo$e conrroi -0f the car.
Polia: ~y 19-year-old Emmanuelle Rodriguez is a chance at.completing its species' famed migration to
charged with dome§dc battery for Friday's sandwich- central Mexico thank$ to some tiny cardboard splints,
tos5ing incident. According to police, Rodriguez be- a bit of contaet cement and a trucker from Alabama.
came angry during an argument as she.drove and ri¥ew The insect's broken wing was painstakingly splinted by
the sandwich at her because he didn't want to hit het.
an upstate New Yorkcouple who then helped it hitch
A police report didn't specify what type of sandwich a ride south after the weather in the southern Adirondacks turned colq. About three weeks ago, Jeannette
was itlvolved.
Police also say Rodriguez ripped off the rearview Brandt was out for a bike ride in rural Hadley when
she spied the injured butterfly and took it home in her
mirror and used it to break the windshield.
·
emptied water bottle.
driiruez
was
released
Saturday
on
$7,500
bail.
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1305 4th Street offers
GREAT LOCATION AND
AMENITIES! Fully furnished.
hot tubs. saunas. exercise
equipment and·skylights!
THESE APARTMENTS ARE
HUGE!
Floor plans for groups of
3,4&5!

Unique Homes
Properties
(217) 345-5022
www.unique.properties.net

CAIL TODAY TO

SEEIBEM!

ORGANIZATION I MEETING

CAMPUS BRIEFS

University Board reviews funds with AB
Four presentations
for UB, line item for
student government
also presented
By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor
Apportionment Board allocated money for at least one University Board event.
University Board asked for
$25,000 at Thursday night's Apportionment Board meeting.
UB received $4,500 for Up All
Night Blue and Beige Extreme
Sports was on Jan. 14.
The other three event allocations
were tabled.
The other events are Up All
Night Casino Royale on Feb. 27,
Rush Hour Lucky Charm on March
11 and Spring Fling Wild Safari on
April30.
Those dates are only tentative,
however.
1he other cost for the events
are $8,275 for Up All Night Casino Royale, $3, 200 for Rush H;our
Lucky Charm and $9,025 for Spring
Fling Wild Safari.
When asked if he wanted to cut
anything, Otis Seawood, Jr. Coordinator for UB Special Events, said he
would rather not do that.
'Tm not going to sit here and
take out prizes and giveaways," Seawood said.
Seawood thinks cutting back
would be a disappointment to people who look forward to these
events.
The activities for the upcoming Up All Night on Jan., 14, Up
All Night Blue and Beige Extreme
Sports include human bowling,
bouncy boxing, a bungee challenge
and a Wheaties cereal box photo.
For the Up All Night C/asino
Royale, some of the events are a cash
cube and magician Peter Boie. The
cash cube is a tube where people can
step into and grab money from.
"We are trying to make it different than other events like Chuck
Vegas because people might be like
'I've already been to this, I don't
·want to go,"' Seawood said.
Apportionment Board member
Mike Mulvaney said he tabled the
three events to take time to get some
feedback about the events to make a
more informed decision.
"I think it was a good idea (to
table these) ," Apportionment Boardmember Tiffany Turner said. "Dur-

Payroll unintentionally
released early
University employees were
unintentionally paid on Tuesday
because of an error created by a new
softw~ payroll department is
using.
_,
"We recently were required to begin
using a different type of software to
transmit the direct deposits to the
1
o oway, assistant
1rector for payroll and benefits.
"When the file was released, the
program inserted a date into the,.
We were not aware this date woul

be insertpd as 01 !C filps bavp ?bM?YS

--

a;;rtained the release date to be

-

us:d:'

First Mid ATM cards not
working in Chicagoland
First Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust
announced it is experiencing issues'
with its debit card system in the
Chicagoland area. The cards will not
work in stores, pay-at-the-pump gas
stations or at ATMs in Chicago and
surrounding suburbs.
The system issue only affects First
Mid Visa debit cards. It does not affect
Panther Cards and their purchasing or
ATM usage.

Booth Library adjusts
hours for Thanksgiving
ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Apportionment Board Chair Tiffany Turner speaks to the board about why she feels it would be beneficial to allocate additional money to University Board comm_ittees like homecoming, comedy, productions, in Mainstage
and special events, all of whom made presentations atThursday night's meeting in the Arcola!fuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.

ing Apportionment Board interviews, I made the point that members should go out and talk to students because it affects them just as
much as it does the voting AB members."
At Rush Hour Lucky Charm,
UB wants to have root beer floats
and a mini-production in the Martin. Luther King Jr. University
Union. At Spring Fling Wild Safari,
UB is looking into bringing in animals from the zoo.
"We want to have things such
as snakes or a monkey with a diaper on," Seawood said. "We will get
a list of 20 animals and then go to
pick 10 of those, and the students
can take photos with the animals."
Also at the meeting, additional allocations for UB Homecoming is for $2,350; UB Mainstage for
$10,460; UB Comedy for $4,500
and UB Productions for $5,235
passed through AB unanimously.
UB Homecoming needed the
money for money toward the $100

deficit from last year and the spring
retreat in 2009 where UB gets ideas
for Homecoming.
"We start planning in January,
which is about six months before
Homecoming actually takes place,"
said Alyssa Anderson, Coordinator
for UB Homecoming.
·
UB Productions needed $5, 235
for a new power mixer, two more
floor monitors, cables and accessories, headphones and training and
repair on equipment plus a rack for
all the equipment.
"It's· basically for any organization that wants us to do lights and
sounds," said Orion Buckingham,
Coordinator for UB Productions.
"We 4ave two floor monitors and
are asking for two more so everyone
can hear themselves in case of a big
rock show. We don't do big concerts on campus, though, because
we don't have the resources."
UB Comedy came for $4,500 for
try and get famous comedian Aries
Spears on campus.

"We want to give students a bigger name comedian and that requires
higher prices," said Matt Caponera,
Coordinator for UB Comedy.
UB Mainstage needed money for
events such as open mic and spoken
word.
At Pantherstock last year, Beatles
cover band American English played
along with the winner of Battle of
the Bands.
This year, they want a Sublime/Bob Marley cover band called
Wrong Way and the winner of Battle of the Bands will play again as
well.
"I want students to be inspired
to peiiorm," said Lauren Phillips,
Coordinator for UB Mainstage.
A $300 line item transfer for
student government also passed at
the meeting on Thursday night for
moving funds from student payroll
to copy service.
Heather Holm can be reached at 581 7942 or haholm@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Booth Library will be closed Saturday
and Sunday for Thanksgiving Break.
During the week, the library will be
open to the public from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday and Tuesday.
The library will be closed to the
general public Nov. 26, but faculty can
call the Dean's Office at 581-6061 for
admission.
The library will be closed Nov.
27 through 29, with normal hours
resuming on Nov. 30.

Lincoln Hall winner of
football Pack the Place
Lincoln Hall was announced as-the
winner of the first round of Pack the
Place. The Pack the Place campaign
is designed to boost attendance at
Eastern athletic events and pits the
12 residence halls on campus against
each other to see which hall can get
the highest percentage of residents to
select athletic events.
The next round of Pack the Place
takes place during the Dec. 4 men's
basketball game againstTennessee State in Lantz Arena. Sign in for
students in residence halls is from 7:15
to8p.m.

- Compiled by Associate News Editor Matt Hopf and Editor-in-Chief Kristina
Peters

CORRECTIONS

Textbook Rental bid introduced to BOT today

In Tuesday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News, the Diva Drag Show's

Eastern may have
new facility soon

years running was incorrect. This
year's drag show was its sixth
annual.

By STEPHEN DI BENEDETTO
News Editor
Approval of a construction bid
for the new facility is just one agen(fa uem the Board of Trustees has to
decide on at its 1 .m. meetin
ay
i
e rand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
"That's an exciting thing for us,"
said Jill Nilsen, vice president for
fxternal relations, about the possible
new facility.
The bid is with the Felmley-Dickerson Company in Bloomington, for
$1,681 ,900 Jhe total amount of the
'project will be .!t,847,234i

"It's been a long time," Nilsen
said. "We've been talking about a
new Textbook Rental facility for a
long time."
Establishing a new facility was
one of former President Lou Hencken's goals before he left as pre1ident
in June 2007
If approved, the new facility
woul~e bu~ff Edgar D.E_ve, near
Gree
ourt.
~struction will be paid
through numerous sources such as
capital money acquired through
fundraising and student fees.
-fn Apnl, the board approved a $1
per credit hour increase to the Textbook Rental Services fee.
Students currently pay $9.95 for
the fee.
Nilsen said the administration

hopes to start construction after the
holidays.
In other business, the board will
decide on approval of a labor agreement between the building service
workers' union and the univers!g.
The union, American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees, ratified the agreement
on Nov. J.1;:
~oritract, which would be
effective from Sept. 15 to Sept. 14,
2011, is a three-year agreement.
Theagreement will cost the university $171 ,915 in 2008.
That increases to $ WJ!Z.2 in
2009 and to $182,384 in 2010.
Nilsen said the increase each year
is because cost of living and other
factors increase over time.
The boardwill also vote on. revi-

sions to board policies. The p~licies
were open to public comment until
early November.
The policies, which have not be
reviewed or revised in 10 years, contain minor revisions.
Many of the revisions contain
language updates and updates to certain policies to ensure they meet laws
passed by the General Assembly.
In other business, Jeff Cooley,
vice president for business affairs,
and Dan Nadler, vice president for
student affairs, will give an upda~e
on campus securicy
--rhe alumni association will give
its annual update to the board as
well.
Stephen Di Benedetto can be reached
at 581-7942 or at sdibenedetto@eiu.edu.

A caption on Page 10 ofThursday's
incorrectly identified the location of the Eastern football team's
game against Austin Peay. It was in
Charleston.
The DEN regrets the errors.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone I 581-7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall
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NO SHAVE NOVEMBER A BAD IDEA

Iowa State U. - Which one of you
"macho men" came up with this idea,
huh? I want to know who to blame.
Who was it that invented the atrocity
that is "No Shave November?"
Men, I have to tell you: This is unacceptable. Not only do you already
smell like Sasquatch - which we women have learned to accept and tolerate but now you look like and feel like him
too. Not exactly the female idea of a .
romantic evening, having to take out a
machete to cut through the forest growing on your face just to get in one teensy tiny kiss.
·
For pity's sake, at least trim yourself]
King Camp Gillette didn't spend nearly a decade of his life attempting to create a disposable razor blade just so you
could go and ignore his invention!
Going even further back to ancient
Egypt, permanent razors were first created from copper and used ori all manner of man, from peasant to pharaoh.
And yet you ... you and your No Shave
November, you fly in the face of this
history and say "Kiss my 'stache!"
And, delving even further into our
history, did you know that even prehisrorjc man was more civilized than you?
Yes, he too shaved! Flint blac;les have
been dated back to nearly 30,000 B.C.,
long before you and any of your fellow
"dudes" and "bros" walked the earth
with your hip, rebellious ways.
Men, you don't want to shave? Hey,
that's cool. But to all the men participating in No Shave November who
haven't already driven their women
away, I propose this simple solution:
You don't want to shave? Fine. Neither will we.
And if you can't tell that this column
was meant to be entirely way too serious for its subject matter in an effort
to poke sarcastic fun at men, go ahead
and keep the beard - it'll.mark you for
when we cull the dot,!ble-digit IQs from
the herd.

Iowa State Daily

istb~ ~~jb~lty

~ t~

Opihiqn
ediforiafboard. Reath the ''
editor'at: '

hions@gmaH.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words. Letters to the editor can be
brought in with identification to The
DEN at 1811 Buzzard Hall. Letters
may also be submitted electronically
from the author's EIU e-mail address to
DENop'inions@gmail.com. '
.'.'
f'. i
'
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Don't stop lobbying, tips for
the Student Action Team
Student Government's Student Action Team
went to Springfield on Wednesday to lobby state
officials for funding, and met with two senators
and three state representatives. While these student representatives are still energized from the
trip, we'd like to provide some suggestions for
those students to build on leading up to the April
student lobby day.
We are all students of this university that has
just been ordered to cut 8 percent of its budget,
and we would all benefit from effective lobbying.
Don't go to lobby day: When the Student
Action Team went to lobby day last year, it was
overwhelmed and conswned by crowds oflobbyists from other schools and Chicago activist
gr~ups. The Student Action Team should plan to
go a few days before or after lobby day when it can
be the only group walking the halls of the capital
building. This will allow the Eastern representatives to get more opportunities to speak with senators or.representatives, and possibly for longer
periods of time since there wouldn't be competing
lobbyists waiting.
Make appointments: Members of the Student Action Team should start setting appointments with desired senators' or representatives'
offices immediately. Meeting with those officials
in person a few times prior to the April crunch
time would be crucial because being recognizable
increases the likelihood that the Eastern message
would be remembered. Also, by making appointments for April meetings now, Eastern's student
representatives would beat other lobbyists to the
punch and ensure a face-to-face meeting. Pulling
senators or representatives off the floor rushes the
process, whereas meeting in an office and presenting folders of information would be more effective.
Do your research: Before meeting with legislators, do some digging on them. Find out which
way they voted on issues relating to Eastern or
communities that Eastern students are from.
Before presenting what Eastern needs, demonstrate an ability to hold the legislators accountable
for their public service - whether it be positive
or negative. Lobbyists could even go so far as to
research what rival or allied legislators have done
and possibly bring that information up during discussions. The bigger impact made upon an official, the less likely they will forget what was said
and expected from them. Being on the ball with
current events and being well informed about the
individual legislators makes for better influence.
Compiling some of this information will take
months and should be started immediately. Creating a filing system in the Student Activities Center
would be wise. Therefore, information pertaining
to individual legislators can be correlated with other documents and made easily accessible to Student Action Team members.
Become ftieµd$ ;with secretaries and interns:
When mak(l'lkarP?t,ntmehts or..gathering infor-

OUR VIEW
•Situation: The Student Action Team is a
group that lobby state legislators and made its
first trip to Springfield on Wednesday.
•Stance: This group of students must build
long-term goals based on their work that began Wednesday, and we've provided some tips.

mation, the administration coordinators and the
elected officials themselves may not be readily
available at any given point. Yes, talking to a senators' specific delegate would be better, but secretaries and interns have access to computer documents and filing cabinets as well, and could easily forward the information to Eastern. ~esides, no
office in the world could function without secretaries and interns doing the grunt work and keeping tabs on schedules. By being friendly and making regular calls to these office workers, they may
become more willing to do other favors such as
readjust schedules or hand write reminders for
the intended persons. But always send thank you
cards or be willing to help them find information.
Talking about more than just business provides for
another way to become held in high regards. -If a
secretary is helping his or her son get into a college, than forwarding them links to admissions
Web sites, scholarships Web sites or e-mails of
influential professors. These diligent office workers are people too, and no good deed goes unrewarded.
Eastern graduates: B.eing able to tell legislators
why Eastern is important will make for stronger
argument. The Student Action Team should start
an elaborate research project on determining were
Eastern graduates work now.
"I think it's going to take people outside higher education, like the business community to say
'Hey, we can't continue to ignore higher education because that has an impact on our economic
vitality,'" said former Gov. Jim Edgar to The Daily
Eastern News on July 3. "Even if higher education
all stood up and roared and said, 'Governor, you're
mistreating,~,' I don't know if they could change
the process. ·
According to information compiled by Eastern's Planning and Institution Studies department,
the most commonly earned degree at Eastern from
July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2008, was a bachelors degree in the science of education for teaching elementary education with 292 graduates. If
members of the Student Action Team can locate
what areas of Illinois in which most Eastern graduates teach at, arguments can be made for further
funding to support Eastern's education program.
The members can even attempt to contact Illinois teachers unions to gain support and bring up
those references when speaking to legislators.
So, we hope these tips are taken seriously and
that the Student Action Team builds off Wednesday's work by co~tinuously lobbying for Eastern
'.111d not jusywjliting until April.

After going home for Thanksgiving
Break, we will have two weeks of actual
classes left, followed by finals. It seems as
if the semester has flown by.
Did I not just receive all my syllabi and books only a few weeks ago? Has
the semester ended already? So, as I sit
here thinking of all the reading I neglected and all the reading I have to do over
this break, I realize that this is what I am
here to do.
I am here to get an education, and not
just in the literal sense. College is a learning process inside and outside the classroom. As you matriculate through your
years here, courses become more and
more rigorous, studying becomes more
intense and depending on your scheduling skills throughout your time here, you
can arrive at your senior year and have a
fairly light schedule.
Or on the other hand, you could have
taken all your easy courses and general electives in your first three years here,
leaving yourself loaded with all .your most
rigorous courses that you kept putting off.
For each major it's different, but it's the
same scenario no matter what. You know
whatTm talking about - the professors
who you avoided for three years because
their ratings on rate myprofessor.com was
a 1.1 every time you looked at it or professors whose reputations precede them.
If you're journalism major it might
be communication law, or if you're a bio
major then it's genetics or human anatomy and contemporary theory for our sociology majors. At some point, you really find yourself having to buckle down
and study, which ideally you should have
already been doing, just to pass a course
with a decent grade.
You start going to talk to the professors after class, comparing notes and ideas
with others in your class, having study sessions with those same students or maybe
even a grad assistant or teacher assistant.
And you're doing all of this at the expense
of your social life, or so you think.
You might start to think that everyone
is having a good rime while your stuck
trying to pass a class.
And in the midst of all this, we might
lose track of the point that, in reality, this
is what we're here for. We also tend to forget that it's all very much worth it.
All the late nights finishing class projects or staying in to study for an exam
that's a week away are all very worth it for
our futures. We're here to receive an education and training for future jobs, not
jus~ to party and socialize.
I love the social aspects of school just
like the next student, but isn't the end
goal to walk across that stage in December or May and have President Bill Perry shake your hand as he hands you your
degree?
I don't know about others, but I know
that is my goal here at Eastern, and I can't
wait for that moment. So, for our seniors
who are graduating next month, all the
hard work you have put into school is
finally about to pay off, and in essence all
the hassle that you endured will be worth
the tassel that you dawn.

Charles Kyle is a senior biological science
major. He can be reached at 581-7942 or at
.. DftNopin.Jqf!S@P.na.ilcom.
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CAMPUS I IMPROVEMENTS

Vending machines being replaced
By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter

Eastern will be installing new
energy-efficient soda machines in
the coming weeks.
The new machines could save the
universiry $10,000 in yearly energy costs, according to Ryan Siegel,
Eastern's campus energy and sustainabiliry coordinator.
"The new machines are energy-

star rated," Siegel said. "They'll use
more efficient compressors, more
efficient lighting, and better insulation."
Siegel said the new machines
would use between one-third and
two-thirds as much energy as the
machines now used on campus.
They will also offer more drink
varieties than the current machines,
which offer 10 choices, Siegel said.
Since the new machines pro-

Perry said the reduction of
summer school offerings could
create a little bit of a pincnfor
FROM PAGE 1
some students.
"If we had to actually get to
Perry said when looking a.t this point, certainly we'll look first
areas to cut, he first wants to mini- at the smaller classes," he said.
mize impact on Eastern's students, "We wou1d look at a lot of things,
which classes are needed for some
faculry and staff.
"That's the top prioriry, to min- students to graduate? There are a
number of issues there. Everything
imize that impact," he said.
Perry's next prioriry is to mini- would be looked at very carefully.
mize the impact on programs, and This wouldn't just be some sort of
third is to mfi1.1m1ze Im actOn across the board thing."
EaSierii'sfacifities: The re~uction of utility expenWhen oo · ·fig for cuts he starts ditures would involve lowering
at the bottom.
heat m die m mgs.
Hesa1 t at would affect the
"MOst1mportant is our peo~.
Next is our IliQgrams. Next is O.!!!:_ work environment but no one has
facilities," Perry said.
to be laid off. "It may be a little
TiiOSe three areas were looked c~rin class, but you can s~ill
at when considering potential have clas " Perry said.
He said the universiry would
impacts.
Non-safery related mainte- probably drop the temperature t~
na.nce inyolves the facj)jtjes, his 64 degrees during the day instead
of the 70 or 72 degrees it currentthird prioriry.
Perry said the vacant positions ly standut.
that wouldn't be filled would be
"Some of that can be done cenpositions that are currently not trally with control systems and
filled right now.
some of it's going to be locally
"You may have an office that is with these radiators in the office,"
- --shortone secretary right now so he-said.
you don't hire a secretar~' Perry
Perry said the universiry can
sa!Cr.SO no person would be iri the get quite a bit out of these thin.J;S
position to be affected.
liste
meet ilie_a 1Ilill1lll.
"That might have a mainte"Layoffs would be the very last
nance impact," Perry said. "It thing we would look at because
could be a building service worker that would affect people directly,"
p~ition that's open. It might have he said.
The university has not been
impact on facilities or maintenance or programmatic."
asked to return any appropriatPerry also li"sted reduction of ed-funds. PeH-~said he's keeping
spending on ~rogrammatic and everyone informed as discussion
equipment nees. "That's not peo- continues in Springfield.
r,le although, if a new piece of
Perry said if the universiry were
eg_uipment would mike you more asked to return appropriated dolefficient at your job that would be lars, he would consult first with
great, but if we can't afford it yet F~culty Senate, staff senate, Stu-;.
the~can sttll do their jnb;"
dent Senate, Counsel ofl lojyersiry
Planning and Budget the deans,
he said.

»Budget

an

»Injuries
FROM PAGE 1

Dan Nadler, vice president for
student affairs, said little information
is known about the incident.
"An investigation of the incident is underway," Nadler said. "An
assessment of the concert hall is also

underway. No one is permitted to use
the concert hall until further notice."
Universiry Police Chief Adam
Due said the Universiry Police
Department is not conducting an
investigation.
Reed said the Illinois Capital
Development Board is conducting
an inspection of die concert hall
"The inspection should confirm
the cause once completed," he said.

vide more drinks, the universiry will
need fewer machines; he said.
That would save energy and
space, said Gary Reed, facilities
planning and management director.
"Wherever we can, we want to
reduce the number of machines,
considering reduction in electri-•
cal consumption as well as reducing
clutter," Reed said.
He added that the universiry
would be careful not to remove too

the provost and the vice
dents to discuss the univem s
options. He sai4._he_ would con
sultwith CUPB, which is a r~e
~ntative S!9UP that would advi;-'"
hll:n o~ what they thot!ghueaswt_
able actions would be.
While Perry is consulting with
these various groups, the vice presid~s would be £Qnsuitlng with
their deansand directors.
"We would pull all that together and then have an open forum
to discuss with the campus communiry the options that we have,"
he said.
Perry said it will all be a very
open and consultative process.
Then, he said, the universiry
would come to a decision.
If the legislation passed, the
universiry would be told to report
thei; plans by a certain date, Perry said.
If that's a very short timeline,
Perry said he would have to have
all these meetings in a very compressed, but thorough, manner.
"That consultation
would
become my highest prioriry and
the vice presidents highest prioriry," he said.
Perry said the universiry now
has to wait ·and see what the outcome of the legislation is.
"This is advisory," he said. "No
acti.Ons have been taken yet. No
specific d1scuss10ns of any of these
items is ongoing."
Perry said the sending of this email was so that everyone would
be informed of this situation.
"Regardless of what happens
in the coming days, weeks and
months our top prioriry ~
people. our campus communi!Y,"
he said. Emily Zulz can be reached at 5877942 or at eazulz@eiu.edu.

He did not know when the
inspection would be complete
b_~_l:lSe COB is mrerseejng jr
CDB will make a decision to reopen the concert hall following the
inspection and any necessary repairs
or changes to the concert hall~ Reed
said.
He added he is not aware of any
prior mC1dents where people have
repo~d pieces
Doudlla striking
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We have
specials
to fit your
budget

Now Renting 3 Bedroom
Apartment for 2009
Come see us at 1509 S. 2nd (behind Subway)
•Central NC, Dishwasher, Furnished

• 1.5 baths in each unit

•Free Garage Parking, Assigned Spaces

• Models Open

Stop by or Call for Info & Appointments 345-0936
See our add in campus special

many machines.
"We've got to be mindful of the
service aspects ... so that students can
get refreshments when they need
them," Reed said.
Siegel said the machines will have
Panther Card readers. He also said
the machines would look like those
in Old Main and Lantz Arena.
The energy-efficient machines
are provided through Eastern's new
contract with Pepsi, Reed said.

"We have_been helping them do
research about the castle and helping them preserve it from 1998," he
said. "There was nobody doing this
before."
Students take part in research
projects while excavating on the site
of Walhain Castle by searching for
coins, and pottery pieces in partnerships with the Catholic Universiry of Louvain-la-Neuve.
Due to the IPW lack in funds
to own the Walhain Castle, American students donated money to
the King J3audouin Foundation the
Belgium government has set up.
Young said the president ofIPW,
M. Freddy Joris . said he found it
easier to get budget approvals from
the government in Belgium for the
Walhain Castle.
"It was because they saw the
Americans were interested in this,"
he said. "It gave motivation to help
preserve the castle so others can visit."

Chris Bailey, a graduate. student
from Cornell College, took a trip
with the program in 2000.
Bailey said the experience was
great.
"It was my first time participating in an excavation in Europe," he
said.
Bailey said there is something
special when it comes to searching
for items through the dirt.
"There's that romance of archeology and digging through the dirt
for things that haven't seen the light
of day in 300 or 400 years," he
said.
"We always like to look and find
coins. A lot of times they have dar4!s
afi""d years.'.'...
- Young said the program usually

"I think they'te going to be a very
good partner in this," he added.
Workers will replace all the soda
machines on campus before spring
semester, said Siegel.
·
"Ali of the beverage machines
will be replaced over Thanksgiving break or Christmas break," Siegel said.
Joe Astrouski can be reached at 5877942 or at jmastrouski@eiu.edu.

take in 10 to 12 students from different universities such as Eastern,
the Universiry of Maryland, Indiana State Universiry and other universities from the South.
"We have had many good students in the last 10 years," he said.
"There is a real interest and enthusiasm."
Young said the reason Lasky and ·
he created the summer archeology
program was to provide an opportuniry for students to enjoy through
study.
"We wanted to provide a special hands-on opportuniry to learn
about archeology and for honor students and other qualified students,"
he said.
.- Students are also able to gain
credit hours through the summer '
archeology program. Young sa'id
there have been students from var..- joas maiors besides archeology and
"1iistory who have pamc1pated m
the program.
-rrThe program is open to all students," he said. "We have had nursing majors ... majors in Fren~h for
those who want to study the lan. guage."
Young said students are able
to visit Paris and Amsterdam and
make friends with European students.
"When they write their evaluation, they all say what a great
opportuniry it is living and working
there," he said.
Young said if there are any students who are interested in this
wonderful opportuniry, they should
contact him right away.
"This is a wonderful opportuniry not only to learn about history
but to learn about living in another country," he s;µd.
Jessica Legg in can be reached at 58 77942 or at jmleggin@eiu.edu.

them.
administration is convinced it is safe.
During the construction of "We're going to have to be convinced
Doudna, Reed said CDB received bymeans of analysis and inspectiOii;
regttlar reports of construction prog- · (and) first hand observaaon," Perry
ress from fi$ld personnel assigned to said.
the project.
Perry said the administration
-Administration Editor Emily Zulz condid not have definitive informa- tributed to this report.
tion about the incident Thursday.
He added the administration would
Stephen Di Benedetto can be reached
nQt re-open the concert hall until the at 58 7-7942 or at sdibenedettO@eiu.edu.
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VISUALIZING THE MUSIC

ORGANIZATION I MEETING

VP nominations begin
By MARISSA MICKLEWRIGHT
Staff Reporter

about her goal for this machine.
If voted yes on, the machine will
be set up in the Grand Ballroom of
Residence Hall Association vice the Martin Luther King Jr. Universipresident nominations took place at ty Union during the "Beyond Words:
Thursday night's RHA meeting at Museum of Oppression'' exhibit.
The RHA will vote on this during
Thomas Hall to replace former RHA
Vice President Michael Andrew who its next meeting. Another topic covered at the meeting was the Rl-W
had resigned.
At least five people were nom- National Residence Hall Honorary
inated including Bryn Rich, Matt scholarships.
Triezenberg, Brad Saribekian, ShanFour scholarships will be given
non Davis and Karla Browning.
out to four outstanding students who
The vice president position is sup- have contributed to Eastern through
posed to handle responsibilities such leadership and service.
as keeping up with the constitution
Hannah Plevka, NRHH chapter
and bylaws to keeping an accurate president handed out fliers about the
file of all committee reports.
scholarships.
More information about the indiElections will be held during the
following meeting.
vidual scholarships, as well as applicaAnother event that was dis- tion information and due dates, will
cussed at Thursday's meeting was the be given out in the spring semester.
Human Race Machine.
The awards will be presented at the
Quiana Stone, complex director at Rl-WNRHH End of the Year BanCarman Hall for University Housing quet in April.
and Dining, talked about a Human
RHA also talked about organizing
Race Machine that allows students to different ways to help students feel
have a digitally taken photograph of less stressed during finals week. RHA
themselves and then digitally altered also talked about having a stress
to look similar to a maximum of six relieving party for students.
different nationalities.
"I just love diversity and social jusMarissa Micklewright can be reached
tice," Stone said after talking to RHA at 581-7942 or at mmicklewrlght@eiu.edu.

GO AHEAD.

GErYOUR
TANON.
(FORFRE8
Lay down and Standup Tanning
Fully furnished apartment homes
Washer, dryer and dishwasher
Private bedrooms with locks
Utilities included I Hi Speed Internet
Roommate matching program
Volleyball court I Basketball court
Fitness Center I Game Room
CODY RICH ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Free Movie Rentals I Free Shuttle

Josh Marcus performs a solo during "Chase Scene" in the Eastern Jazz Ensemble's concert Thursday night in
the Doudna Fine Arts Center Theater. Director Sam Fagaly said before the song to think of one's favorite chase
scene in a movie and visualize it as they play.

» Honeywell
FROM PAGE 1

The center and other projects
were all a part of findings revealed in
Eastern's energy audit that was conducted earlier in the semester.
Honeywell was contracted to perform the audit. The result of the
audit generated $80 million in possible energy savings for the university.
On Tuesday, Jill Nilsen, vice president for external relations, said
planning for the energy center project went on for several months. After
the planning started, Eastern saw the
economy change, she said.
"The hope was things would get
better by now, but they haven't,"
Nilsen said. "It just makes. good fis-

cal sense to wait a little bit longer in
. "
nme.
Perry did not list a date to when
the project could be reactivated.
Nilsen said the project is delayed for
an indefinite time.
"For us to do the kind of financing that we need to do for that project, it is just not the right time," she
said. "It doesn't look like it is going
to get better immediately."
Nilsen added Eastern would wait
until the economy stabilizes to go
ahead with the project.
The center would have replaced
the steam plant, which was built
around 1925.
Last winter, a coal boiler in the
steam plant broke down that resulted in using higher cost natural gas
for heating the university.
Prior to being placed on hold, the

345-1400

For us to do the kind
of financing that we
need to do for that
project, it is just not
the right time. It
doesn't look like it is
going to get better
immediately:'

Free tanning to the public

11

Nov.17th-23rd

- Jill Nielsen,
vice president for external
relations
center was supposed to commission
in fall 2010.
Stephen Di Benedetto can be reached
at 581-7942 or at sdibenedetto@eiu.edu.

j

~ Conveniently located behind Wal-Mart
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NATION I POLITICS

NATION BRIEFS .
The Associated Press
~ongress rushes jobless-

benefits extension
WASHINGTON - Jarred by new
jobless alarms, Congress raced
to approve legislation Thursday
to keep unemployment checks
flowing through the December
holidays and into the new year
for a million or more laid-off
Americans whose benefits are
running out.
The economic picture was only
getting worse, if Wall Street was
any indication.

Judge orders release of
five terror suspects
WASHINGTON - A federal
judge on Thursday ordered the
release of five Algerians held
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and
the continued detention of a
_ sixth in a major blow to the Bush
administration's strategy to keep
terror suspects locked up without
charges.
In the first case of its kind, U.S.
District Judge Richard J. Leon
said the government's evidence
linking the five Algerians to
al-Qaida was not credible as it
came from a single, unidentified
source.
CHUCK KENNEDY I MCT

Dem. Rep. Rahm Emanuel, D-111., president-elect Barack Obama's chief of staff, speaks to reporters on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., Thursday.

Dems: Napolitano emerges for job
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
Arizona Gov. Janet Napolitano, an early
Barack Obama supporter from the
southwestern part of the country, is
the likely choice for the job of secretary of homeland security, a top
Obama adviser said Thursday.
This adviser cautioned that no
final decision has been made on
the position, which involves directing the massive department created
by Congress in the wake of the Sept.
11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the
United States.
The adviser agreed to discuss the
situation only on grounds of anonymity because of the private nature
of the screening process for Obama's
Cabinet. Napolitano, who once
was Arizona's attorney general, was
among the first of the Democratic
governors to commit to him.
Several news organizations reported Thursday that Chicago businesswoman Penny Pritzker, who was
Obama's national campaign finance
chairman, is his leading choice to
become secretary of commerce.
But the Obama adviser disputed
the reports.
Among the names being bandied
about as the Obama transition team
sets up the new government ace several people with long careers as

Washington insiders, notwithstanding Obama's elation call in his campaign for change in the nation's capital.
Obama, for example, is enlisting
former Senate leader Tom Daschle
as his health secretary.
Hillary Rodham Clinton seems
more likely than ever to be his secretary of state.
Clinton is deciding whether to
take that post as America's top diplomat, her associates said Wednesday.
And Obama is ready to announce
that his attorney general will be Eric
'Holder, the Justice Department's
No. 2 when Clinton's husband was
president. Rahm Emanuel, Obama's
chief of staff, is another veteran of
the Clinton White House.
As a border governor, Napolitano has fought to curb illegal immigration, but has been skeptical that
building a fence along the border
will solve the problem. She once
said, "You build a 50-foot wall,
somebody will find a 51-foot ladder."
Last year. her state passed a law
that requires all Arizona businesses to use the federal online database,
.E-Yerifji; ra confirm that new hires
~ve valid Social Security numbers
and ace eligible for employment.
This has been a cornerstone of the
Bush administration's immigration

policy.
As governor, she has also overseen wildfires and severe flooding
and worked with the Federal Emergency Management Agency, which
is now pact of the Homeland Security Department.
Daschle's selection to head
the H ealth and Human Services
Department - confirmed Wednesday but not yet announced - isn't at
the same level of Cabinet prestige as
the top spots at the State and Justice
departments.
--1ftittiieTiealth post could be more
important in an Obama administration than in some others, making
Daschle a key ~er in helping steer
the presiaeilt:elect's promised heaitli.
care reforms.
~
•
Daschle could push Obama for
quick action on health care reform
next year, if he fo~is own
advice.
The former South Dakota senator said efforts durin the Clinton
a mistration, e y Mrs. Clinton,
topk too long and went into too
much detail, giving every interest
group an opportunity to find sometlifng they didn't like about the tan.
' " lhe next president shoUI act
immediately to capitalize on th.s;
goodwill that greets any incoming
admm1strat1on. If that means attaching a health care plan to the feder-

We have
specials
to fit your
budget

al budget, so be it," Daschle wrote in
a book he released this year, "Critical: What We Can Do About the
Health care Crisis." "This issue is
too imp9rtant to be stalled by Se!!.:
ate protocol."
"'15aschle's return to the government will be a vindication of sorts.
He was the Senate Democratic lead.er when he was defeated in 2004 by
Republican John Thune, who convinced voters back horm: that Daschle was more c;ncerned with Washington than with them
In fact, Daschle stayed in the capitarCTty after his defeat, becoming a
pliblic polifa'. adviser and member
o f the legisative and public policy
group at the law and lobbying firm
Alston & Bird. Daschle isn't registered as a lobbyist. He advises cli'ents on issues including health care,
financial services, taxes and trade,
according to the firm's Web site.
Health care interests, including
CVS"Cacemack, the NationaI ASso~
'"ciauon for Home Cate and Hospice,
Abbott Laboratories and Health"South, ace among the firm's lobbyin~.

Daschle's appointment was not
formally announced, but Democr~ials said the job was his
bacnng an unforeseen problem as...
Obama's team reviews his background.

WORLD BRIEFS
The Associated Press

Asian, European
markets extend rout
HONG KONG - World stock
markets tumbled Thursday,
with benchmarks in Tokyo and
Seoul losing almost 7 percent
each, after recession fears sent
Wall Street plunging and Japan
suffered its biggest drop in
exports in seven years.
The slide in Asian and
European shares extended a
global sell-off that accelerated
overnight amid lowered
projections for U.S. economic
activity next year from the
Federal Reserve and worries
over the fate of America's Big
Three automakers, whi1=h are
pleading for emergency loans
from Washington.

Chinese government
will redo dairy industry
BEIJING - China announced
a complete overhaul of its dairy
industry Thursday to improve
safety at every step - from cow
breeding to milk sales - saying
its worst food quality scandal
in years had revealed "major
problems" in quality control.
Changes will be made within
the next year in production,
purchasing, processing and sales,
the official Xinhua News Agency
reported.

Brad lee

Home lnprovements, Inc.
Clean • Affordable
Qualitv Student Housing

2-3-4-5-6 Bedroom Houses
Check us out at
www.bradleehomelmprovements.com
Or call 211-213-0615

l
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sublessors
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

NEED CASH?! Rankin Resale shop
is buying Hollister, Abercrombie, . Femalesublessorneededforspring
Polo, Coach etc.
Bring your
2009. Available Immediately! 1
items to 410 1/2 7th St., behind

f•'

torrent

f•'

torrent

'•'

com. 345-2982 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

- - - - - - - - 12/15
Renting 2009-2010, 1 and 2

3 Bedroom, 2 1/2 bath townhouse.

bedroom apts. Close to campus.

New construction. Must see! Call

Gas, trash, water included. $350$375. Call 345-9422.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

Wednesday

bedroom in 3 bedroom duplex.
Fully furnished, W/D, DW. $425/

through Saturday, or appointment

month. includes all utilities. Great

24hrs., 630-505-8374.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

Monday and Tuesday. Call 345-

clean and friendly roomates. Call

3BD/2 BATH APT AT 2403 8th,

Brittany Ridge Townhouse:

5110 or 549-5110, ask for Jim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/2

(630) 947-5423.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

FURNISHED,

UNITS

09-10. 3 people, dishwasher, w/d,

LEFT, NEW STACKED W/D, ALL

Female sublet. 1 bedroom in 3

INCLUSIVE

bedroom house. NC W/D $280/

PERSON 4 UNITS ALL TILED, OR 3
UNITS WITH NEW CARPET. CALL

$275/mo. Includes trash. reduced
rate for spring 09. (708) 254-0455
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _216

Jamaican

Tan.

for sale
Totally renovated 3 or 4 Bedroom,

A little bit of Country in Town!
Large building lotw/ al i city utilities.
See at www.corrieappraisal.com/
Douglasstreet.

help wanted

PRICES

$435

PER

Fall

--------~00

Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd

TRY

water/int/cable

Pointe Apartments offers 2 and 3

YOU CAN'T GET ANY CLOSER!

TRASH. Plus, we give you $60-

Newly remodeled

1 bedroom

STREET W/ BASEMENT D/W, WI

in 2 bedroom apartment. Fully
furnished with DW; $375 month.
Water and trash included. Call

D, GARBAGE INCLUDED & NICE
BACKYARD. CALL 345-6210 OR

3 & 4 Bedroom 2 Bath Apts. with

Park Place Apartment is renting
for Fall 2009. 1,2 and 3 bedroom

Brand NEW Furniture! W/D and

furnished apartment. We have the

El PROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/01

Dishwashers included! $350 per

size and price to fit your needs. Stop
by 715 Grant Ave, #101 or,call 348-

618-793-2514 evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/3

person. 217-345-6100

NICE 2 BD APT AT 812 TAFT, FREE

WWW.

147~

jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Large one

W/D IN EACH UNIT, FURNISHED,

bedroom
apartment,
Spring
semester, next to campus, no pets.

2 UNITS ALL TILED, 2 UNITS ALL
CARPET.
$375 PER PERSON,

SUMMER/FALL '09: 1, 2, & 4

Call Kristen 847-421-7112
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/5

GARBAGE INCLUDED CALL 345-

Appliances

$495/MO. Ph. 348-7746. WWW.
CharlestonlLApts.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

BR

Apts.,

numerous

locations.

included.

$250-

advertising sales reps at the Daily
Eastern News. Sales experience.
lnDesign experience. Freshman

INCLUDED. CALL 345-6210 OR
VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM

•'

torrent

RENT
A
HOUSE
BEFORE
THANKSGIVING BREAK AND
RECEIVE $50 OFF. 1-5 BEDROOM
HOUSES AVAILABLE, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS! CALL TOM ® 708-772-

VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM

www.

TOWNHOUSES.

EXCELLENT

LOCATIONS.

ALL

Extremely Close to Campus. Across

bedroom, 2 bath house. Close to

MORE INFORMATION, CALL217-

from Lantz. Fully Furnished. $400/

campus. Dishwasher, washer/dryer,
central air. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

493-7559, OR VISIT US AT www.

month. Grantview Apartments. 3453353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

myeiuhome.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

gbadgerrentals.com 345~9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1W1

3

negotiable. Off street parking. 217-

Refrigerator, stove, water, trash,
central air. 234-7368
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Very nice condition.

5 BR, 3 Bath house. 216011th St. All

2.5 baths. Call Kendra 309~838-

new with everything. 1 112 blocks
to campus and great yard. www.

766-6189. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/5

you! 1812 9th St. offers 1, 2, 3, 4

Apartment for rent: 1 bedroom
available Dec. 19th. New Carlyle

and updated.

Apartments, 3 blocks from campus.
1308 Arthur Ave., #1. W/D &

premises,

2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO

and dusk-to-<lawn security lighting.

CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON. 3 BR.

NEED ROOMMATES? UNIQUE

GREAT

FOR

IS

ROOMMATES

LOOKING
TO

LOCATION:

Newly

FILL

remodeled 3 bedroom home directly

BEDROOMS IN SEVERAL OF

across from Rec Center. All utilities

OUR LOCATIONS. ALL VERY

included!

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FULLY
FURNISHED, WITH REDUCED

549-5296

RATES.

CALL

(217)345-5022

www.unique-properties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

'

Sublet 1 of 3 BR available now,
Pets welcome.
Furnished &

W/D. All utilities included call
(217)521-7635
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

$450 per person.

Call

NOW

- - - - - - - - 11121
HOUSE FOR RENT! 6 bedrooms

NOW RENTING FALL '09. EARLY

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES

University

BIRD SPECIALS.

NOW

houses, $450/per person. All utilities
included. 345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Townhouses,

Brittany Ridge
3-4

bedrooms.

EIU Students, we have the place for

dishwasher, trash included. $495/
MO. 217-825-3301
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112
LEASING FOR 09-10
SCHOOL YEAR! 1, 2, AND 3
BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED

3-4 bedroom, $200 [Yp. Refrigerator,

FOR

Fall 2009. 1 block from campus.

PROPERTIES

BARGAIN?

New Four Bedroom Apartments.

5

11th St. New,

gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

A

AND

REMODELED.

FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1,

modem, close and quiet. www.

Pets

FOR

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES

Brittany

$250/person.

LOOKING

BRITIANYRIDGETOWNHOUSES:

--------~00
OLDETOWNE
APARTMENTS:
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

MONTH LEASES. www.te-jrentals.
com 345-5048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

below cost. 618-662-4400 or 618843-4411
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/03
bedroom.

today!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

WWW.JENSENRENTALS.COM

hallbergrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121
2 BR at 2152

AT

or visit www.apartmentseiu.com

Ladies: Large 5, 6, and 7 BR

CHECK

1966

OUT

WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.

1-2 roommates for fall '08-spring

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

US

INFORMATION.

unlimited printing. CALL 345-6001

--------~00
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONSbedroom
apartments available
August 2009.
www.ppwrentals.
com 348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

houses, 112 block from campus. 1O

CAMPUS.

- - - - - - - - 12101
Live at Campus point for $350.. $50

MORE

game room, and computer lab with

Trash included. 348-5427or 5491957
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

included. $265/mon; AND 4 BR

RECENTLY

FOR

offers a tanning bed, fitness center,

Townhouses, 2 112 bath, W/D.

D/W, FURNISHED, CLOSE TO

3711 ORCATHY®217-254-1311

$75 toward your monthly electric
bill!!! ... AND THAT'S NOT ALU
We have a 24-hour clubhouse that

stove, water, trash, central air. 2347368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

OPEN FLOOR PLAN, WOOD
FLOORS, NEW CARPET, W/D,
CALL 345-6210 OR

INTERNET, WATER, SEWER, AND

COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

HOUSES: 2, 3, 4, 5 bedrooms.
Washers/dryers, dishwashers, air.
Close to campus. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

- - - - - - - - 12AJ1
3 BD/ 2 1/2 BATHROOM HOUSE,

ParkPlaceMgmt@aol.com

'09.4 bedroom house. Appliances
included. 217-821-1970.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

utilities.

Campus

Female sublessor for Spring 2009.

. PORCH, D/W, W/D, & GARBAGE

needed for Fall '09. No smoking

BEST!!!!

rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED

for

or pets. Rent starting at $250 plus

THE

0936 lsrozek@aol.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

TILE, & NEW CARPET, NICE BACK

roommates

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW

month. 743 6th St. 345-6127 or
508-6596.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 BR furnished apt, trash & water

3

street parking. Call 217-202-4456

okay. Ideal for a couple. $365 a

2 BATH HOUSE, ONLY 2 BIGGER
HOUSES LEFT!!! WOOD FLOORS,

Ridge-

3

COM

3rd St. W/D, $350/month, plus
utility. 217-313-7029.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

roommates

We Have the Unit for You! Royal
Heights 1509 S. 2nd 3br/l .5ba

Nice

- - - - - - - - 12/01
2 BD HOUSE AT 1613 12th

training

~ ~

bedroom house, CA, W/D, bar, off-

1201

2009,

RENT!

bedrooms with individual leases

5 BD/ 1.5 BATH HOUSf, OR 6 BD/

or sophomore level. Apply in
Buzzard Hall Rm 1802.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

org or 217-273-0675
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Lynn-Ro

SPRING

DISCOUNTED

AND roommate matching. Our

Female roommate needed. Spring

application

AVAILABLE

Arthur 1,2,3br w/d in all units. Stop

09: Right next to campus. 1525

Accepting

For lease: 09-10. 2 and 4 Bedroom
homes. Complete viewing at blhi.

by office at 1509 S. 2nd or call 345-

Cat

!Bartending! Make up to $250/

6520. ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

Buchanan St. apts. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

1 bedroom, extra large apartment.

day! No experience necessary,
1-800-965-

and trash included, off street parking.

Available December 16th.

6210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/01

provided.

torrent

345-6210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.

Sublessor needed!!

•

7

bedroom apartment and studios
available. Call 217-728-8709.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

f•'

month plus utilities. Call Amanda
(630) 364-0092.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-11/21-

3 Bath House near campus for
sale. See at www.corrieappraisal.
com/917 Astreet.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

ONLY

for rent

BR apts.
included,

They are fully furnished
Parking and trash

laundry on

SHOWING

2,3,4,5,6,7,8

2009-2010
BEDROOM

APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES,
HOUSES. VIEW PROPERTIES AT

Village:

4

bedroom

FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS.

WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR CALL

WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.

2U-345-6210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

PLENTY

WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

OF

OFF-STREET

PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. APTS.
CALL 345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and
parking included. Great location.

Locally owned for 14 years. Please

AWAY FROM CAMPUS. BOTH

call to schedule a showing.

WITH APPLIANCES, W/D. TRASH.

Call 217-345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

PHONE 345-7244, 649-0651
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

CONVENIENCE. 2 & 3 bedroom

AFFORDABLE APARTMENTS close

Large 1 bedroom, five blocks from

apartments.

Old Main. W/D. $375/month. No
pets. 273-1395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

included. 1-2 blocks from campus.

348-

0673, leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FALL

'08

QUALITY/

Washer

&

Dryer

(5 open), full kitchen and laundry

APARTMENTS

room, 3 full baths, large living and

GREAT

CALL

to campus for guys or girls. Studio,
1, 3, 4 bedrooms. 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

dining room, lots of space. Call 217496-3084.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

TODAY TO SEE THEM! UNIQUE

3 & 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apts. We

Efficiency, close to campus, $325/

com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

HOMES PROPERTIES, (217) 345-

have the BEST for LESS! W/D and

month, including utilities, NC. Male

Close to campus: 3 bedroom house

5022 www.unique-properties.net

Dishwashers included! $325 per

only, no smoking, no pets. 345-

avail. 2008-09. CA w/ heat pump,

FALL

- - - - - - - - 12115
APARTMENT TO RENT FOR

person. 217-345-6100

3232, days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

W/D, new carpet. 10-12 mo lease.

09:

3,

2

BEDROOM

HOUSES, 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR. 217549-3241.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
2 bedroom, i bath duplex. $435/

AVAILABLE

LOCATIONS!

AT

WWW.

SPRING '09! LOCATED RIGHT

jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

NEXT

GUYS!

TO

CAMPUS,

FULLY

FURNISHED, AND SPACIOUS
FLOOR PLANS. UNIQUE HOMES

GREAT RATES!

Bedroom Apartments, two blocks

NOW RENTING

Houses close to campus: 2,3,4,5,6,7
bedrooms. All appliances including
dishwashers and washers/ dryers.
345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

from Old Main, starting at $350/
MO. 217-549-1060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Efficiencies, 1,2, and 3 bedrooms.

VILLAGE

GIRLS!

1 bedroom apartment. $400 per

www.unique-properties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

217-202-6944
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

month. 2 bedroom apartment with

NOW

garage. $475 per month. 217-259-

SCHOOL

Roommate wanted Spring 2009
semester: affordable, 1 bedroom

6605.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

PROPERTIES

in 3 bedroom apartment, located
1 block off campus. $320 per

5 BR 2 bath newly remodeled

DUPLEXES LOCATED AT 13044TH
T. A & B. GREAT LOCATION. CALL

house. W/D, NC, large rooms, great

TODAY TO SEE THEM! (217)345-

Driftwood apartment for rent.

month.
Furnished, friendly
roommates. Call (847)-404-9496
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

location-South 12th street. 5084343.

5022 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE,
www.unique-properties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

bedroom for Fall '08.
Special
pricing: $550 per month. 217-276-

BA, Campus Pointe. $366/MO
included utilities'. 217-821-7333

2009. •, www.EI ' 'ntalProWties. '

ho~ a'.'ailable

!

and August

LEASING

345-5022

$900/mo. 549-5402
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

month. Call 898-4588
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

Female for Spring 2009: 1 BR, 1

(217)

FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three

Three BR House, 14th St.: Carport,
W/D, DW, backyard, 1 bathroom,
deck. Great condition. $650/MO.

- - - - - - - - 11121
1, 2 bedroom apartments, 3 bedroom

PROPERTIES,

FOR

YEAR!
1

09-10

2009. Gas, tras
•

I

I

.,

I

.,

2009-2010

UNIQUE

Rentals. 1 & 2 BR apts, 3 &4 BR
houses. Call 217-345-2516 for an

w ater included.
..

RENTALS

BEDROOM

2 bedroom apt available for spring
9 'I'

~

$350 each. Call 345-9422 ~

"'

"

(217)493-7559 www.myeiuhome.

appointment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2

Excellent location. 2 bedroom apts.
All inclusive. Great Rates. 2732048 Pet Friendly

--------~00
1 Bedroom House across from
Buzzard. All New! Great for Couple!
1921 9th St. $550/600 per month.
www.jensenrentals.com 345-6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FALL '08-'09:

All utilities, cable. and internet
included. 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BR_ apt. for lease. 1051 7th
St. No pets. 345-7286, www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1st St. and
1041 7th St. No pets. 345-7286,
www.jwilliamsrental.com

Large 1 bedroom apts. Very close to

-----~--~00
Houses for '09: 3, 4, 5, and 6

4509.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

campus. Everything included. 2732048. Pet Friendly

parking, no pets. 345-7286, www.

For Rent: . 5 and 6 bedrqom houses

--,---------00
Av~ilable Jan 1st. 1 BR apt. Water

jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

one block bff campus on 7th St. 4

BR. Close to campus,

laundry,

SPORTS
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>> Football
FROM PAGE 12

And Arrington said he plans to
be on the field against Tennessee
Tech.
The
Bloomington
native
played at the beginning of Saturday's loss to Austin Peay but was
taken out of the game with memory loss problems.
"I had some memory loss and
a little confusion going into the
game," Arrington said although
he does not know what caused it.
"I had an MRI and a CAT scan
this week to make sure I was
OK."
The Panthers' defense could
need Arrington, as red-shirt sophomore cornerback B·obson Mercier and sophomore cornerback
C.J. James will miss the game.
The depth Arrington adds
could be a necessity for a Golden
Eagles' team that throws the ball
away frequently.
Junior quarterbacks Lee Sweeeney and Josh Lowery have combined to throw 17 interceptions
compared to 15 touchdowns this
season.
Eastern defensive coordinator Roe Bellantoni said the Panthers' coaches point out which
opposing players are more prone
to turning thi:i ball over.
He said red-shirt sophomore cornerback Rashad Haynes
caused two fumbles the Panthers
did not recover against Austin
Peay.
"When he had the opportunity
he ripped (the ball) out," Bellantoni said. "I think that's from listening to (defensive backs coach
Bobby Babich) during the week
that there's a couple guys that
carry the ball loose."
Bellantoni said Tennessee Tech
has similar ball control problems.
"We call it ball security issues,"
he said. "They tend to be a little
careless throwing it. They have
fumbled quite a bit. There's certain guys that carry the ball a little looser than others. It's definitely something we point out."
Arrington said that is something Eastern's players are aware
of as well.
"With us being the top-pass-

r•'

We call it ball security
issues. They tend to
be a little careless
throwing it. They have
fumbled quite a bit.
There's certain guys
that carry the ball
a little looser than
others. It's definitely
something we point
out:'

11

for rent

2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX.
EXCELLENT LOCATION. WASHER/
DRYER, DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL.
THREE VANITIES INCLUDED. CALL
(217)493-7559 OR VISIT US AT WWW.
MYEIUHOME.COM
- - - - - - - -00
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the square.
All utilities included except electricity.
$475-$500. Call 234-7368.
- - - - - - - -100
3 and 4 bedroom apts. $600-$700 per
month. 6 to choose from. Call 2347368.
- - - - - - - -100
2, 4, and 5 BR houses and 1 BR luxury
apartments. Great locations, very close.
www.gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
00

- - - - - - - -1

2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Extremely close to
campus. Great Price! (217) 254-0754
- - - - - - - -00

3 Bedroom, 2 blocks from campus! W/
D included! $350 each. 2009 B 11th
St. www.jensenrentals.com 217-3456100
-------~00

2009/2010 school year. 3-6 bedroom
houses. Washer/dryer, N C, off street
parking. 10 month lease. Call 2731395.

- Roe Bellantoni,
Eastern defensive
coordinator

ing defense so far in the conference, we take pride in making
big plays and getting turnovers.
That's something Coach Roe
stresses every week."
Sweeney and Lowery also provide two different styles for the
Panthers' defense to handle.
Sweeney is more of a dropback passer, and Lowery is used
when the Golden Eagles' go into
their spread formations.
Spoo said the Panthers have
struggled this season when teams
spread the field on them and use
more of a quarterback option
offense - something Lowery can
do.
Bellantoni
said
Tennessee
Tech's passing game does not
change much when the quarterback is changed, but Lowery adds
another dimension to the Golden
Eagles' offense.
He agreed with Spoo that Eastern has struggled to stop running
quarterbacks.
"I think more than anything
it's the talent of the guys running the ball," Bellantoni said.
"Juice Williams, Ryan Perrilloux,
Antonio Heffner ... those guys
are gifted runners. Every once
in a while, a gifted quarterback
is going to make one of our guys
miss, and we're going to give up
some yards. It's not acceptable,
but it's realistic."
Scott Richey can be reached at 58 17944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

r•'

torrent

- - - - - - - -00
Driftwood apartments now renting for
2009. 2 BR, W/D, enclosed deck. Very
nice. $585/month ..217-276-4509.
- - - - - - - -00

Lincolnwood
Pinetree Apartments
renting studio, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms for
2009/2010. Very close to campus and
affordable rent. Call 345-6000. Email
Li ncPi neApt@consol idated.net.
~-------100

Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments has
apartments available for January 2009.
Call 345-6000. Email LincPineApt@
consolidated.net.
- - - - - - - -00
FALL '09: 2 bedroom 1.5 bath apartment.
Central Air, W/D, Dishwasher, Walk in
closets. No Pets. $275 per person. 101 7
Woodlawn. 348-3075
- - - - - - - -00
FALL '09: 3 bedroom house. CIA, W/D,
Dishwasher, Lg room. No Pets. $350
per person. 1510 B street. 348-3075
- - - - - - - -100
FALL '09: 2 bedroom 2 bath apartment.
W/D, CIA. Large kitchen with spacious
room and big closets. No Pets. $300$325 per person. 1520 and 1521 C
street. 348-3075

>>Horing
FROM PAGE 12

If an athlete takes his sport serious, the offseason gives that player
a chance to improve on the aspects
of his game they didn't have time to
work on during the regular season.
For example, if a player feels as
though he isn't strong enough, the
offseason gives that player time to hit
the weight room, lift and get stronger.
Another example is if a play-

erJeels as though their non-primary
foot or hand isn't quite good enough.
The offseason gives that player a
chance to improve that weakness.
In some ways the offseason is
more important than the actual season. While regular season q-aining
focuses more on making a team's
chemistry and game plan better, offseason training focuses more on individual improvement. If the offseason isn't taken seriously, players on
the team may not improve, or even.
worse, regress and the team will ultimately suffer.

Although players should work
hard and improve their games in the
offseason, they still need find a good
balance between relaxation time and
training time. If a player can find
that perfect balance between training
and time spent enjoying the freedom
after the regular season, they can go a
long way in preparing themselves for
a great season next year.
Ari Haring isajunior on the men's soccer team and a sociology major. He can
be reached at 58 1-7944 or at akhoring@
eiu.edu.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS

DOYOUTMINK
HOMANIT'f IS
DESTINEO
TO DESTROY
ITSE~F?

I AM SO BAD AT

OH.NO.

PICKl»G RE~IGIONS.

I

BE~IEVE

IN
BUTTERBOY.

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

imJ_e N.tllt l~s,=!
ACROSS
1 What boosters
boost
7 Coffin nail
13 Oil-rich
peninsula
14 Ready to go,
you might say
15 Ancient
Romans
16 Sherlock
Holmes story
not by Conan
Doyle, e.g.
17 About whom
Churchill
purportedly said
"A modest man
who has much to
be modest about"
1s Took the
offensive
19 Of the north
wind
20 In the buff
21 Curar;:ao flavoring
22 Joust
participants
23 They offer rates
for automobiles
25 Things that talk in
sch.?
26 Isn't strict
enough, say
35 Bitingly sarcastic
36 Splits with
one's beloved
38 Skin soother

39
40
41

42

43
44
45

46
47

Attend to, as a
loose shoe
Veteran
Plant family
that includes
the hibiscus
Special
announcer
Not behind the
defenders
Topmost optic
in a microscope
Nickname for a
cheater in the
Oklahoma land
rush of 1889
Most valuable,
possibly
James in many
westerns

DOWN
1 Equatorial
Guinea's capital
2 Delivery
professionals?
3 It deserves to
be condemned
4 Town that Wild
Bill Hickok was
marshal of
5 Pedigree
6 Like paintings in
progress
7 Integration that
exceeds the
sum of its parts
s Semitic fertility
goddess

Edited by Will Shortz
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9

10

11
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19
21

40
42
44

46
PUZZLE BY PATRICK BERRY

9
10

Price holder
Winner over the
Patriots in
Super Bowl

28
29

30

XXXI
11

12

16
24
26

27

X
N
A
Y

e

17
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E
A
T
H

5

15

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

A R S
R O s

4

13

14

T E P

3

Organic
compounds
used as solvents
Swamp flora
Showing the
most wear and
tear
People of much
experience
Candor
Servant in a
cause
Meaningless
talk

31

32

33
34
35
37

38

Thinks the world
of
Closet hangings
Los Angeles
County's _
Beach
of
Aquitaine,
Henry ll's wife
Passes, as time
Milky and
iridescent
Uses a key,
perhaps
Singapore lies
just off its tip
Offbeat Parisian
tourist sites
Behave
cravenly

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute ; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
E .S E T , solvers: nyt,imes.com/learning/xwords.
•
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MEN'S BASKETBALL I SPOTLIGHT

Transfer positively changing team
Four newcomers
showing impressive
skills on the court
By DAN CUSACK

Assistant Sports Editor
The Eastern men's basketball
team has had a major facelift since
the end pf last season. Four players graduated and a number of players transferred or were removed from
the program, so the team has eight
new players this year including four
transfers and four freshmen.
Junior guards Dewayne Wright,
Jr., Jay Smith, T.J. Marion and junior
forward Edin Suljic all joined the
Panthers this season from community colleges and some have already
made a difference this season.
The transfers are not only teammates, but also all live together, and
that's something Suljic said helps
build a bond between them.
"We all know where each one is
coming from, and we all have that in
common," he said.
Wright said living together gives
the transfers a bond.
"I think we have a tight connection because we don't live with the
guys in the dorms," Wright said.
"We live by ourselves in the University Court, and I think that has
helped us a·lot."
All four players have already
made a difference on the court,
something Eastern head coach Mike
Miller said is the reason he recruited
the players. He said during the offseason, he was looking for players to
come in and fit roles and add something to the program.
Suljic has started both games this
season and is averaging eight points
and 2.5 rebounds per game.
"We were looking for athletic
and versatile," Miller said. "(Suljic)
has certainly brought that, and he
· has shown early on too what he can
do to make the team better. He has
come in and taken over a starting
spot as a newcomer."
Wright said Suljic is very athletic and he has not seen a player with
Suljic's jumping ability often.
Marion started against Manchester College and did a little bit of
everything in Eastern's blowout win

as he scored six points, had six assists
and had five rebounds.
Miller said Marion is a winner
that has come from winning teams
and winning programs. Miller said
he has been watching him since his
junior year of high schooi, and the
Aurora native brings a lot to the
team.
"He's kind of a glue guy; he holds
things together," Miller said. "He is
very versatile."
Suljic said Marion is a multitalented player who defends well
and can create opportunities for his
teammates.
Smith came off the bench to
score 11 points in Eastern's win
Wednesday and Miller said the Panthers' coaches have also been watching him for years.
"(Smith's) an outstanding shooter," Miller said. "He has been a part
of some great programs, and after
playing in Texas for a few years
this was a chance to get him close
to home in Terre Haute, Ind. He
is obviously a good fit for the program."
Wright is a lightning quick gu~d
who scored 11 points in Eastern's
win ·in addition to four rebounds
and one assist. Miller said his coaches were looking for a guard late
last season, and when they found
Wright, his talents impressed them.
"When we saw him he was almost
a one-man press breaker," Miller
said. "He is very hard to keep contained, and in the league he played
in Kansas they pressed him a lot."
Miller said Wright gives the Panthers a push man to spark their
offense.
Suljic said Wright was a scorer last season, but is learning to play
the point and create opportunities
for his teammates.
Miller said what the transfers
have shown so far is what he expected from them.
"We all bring a little something different to the table," Wright
said. "I have my quickness, (Marion) plays great defense, (Smith) can
shoot and (Suljic) is a great rebounder, so we all bring something to the
table I think."
Dan Cusack can be reached at 58 77944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.
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Already making a difference for the team this season, junior forward Edin Suljic and junior guards TJ. Marion,
Jay Smith and Dewayne Wright Jr. all transferred from community colleges across the nation to Eastern.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL I EASTERN AT INDIANA-PURDUE-FORTWAYNE

Pan.t hers travel to face IPFW
Mastodons led ranked
Michigan State in first
half of last game
By DAN CUSACK

Assistant Sports Editor
The Eastern men's basketball
team will try to win its second
game of the seas~n when the Panthers travel to Fort Wayne, Ind.
to take on Indiana-Purdue-Fort
Wayne at noon Saturday.
The Panthers (1-0) are coming
off a complete team effort in an 8253 win against Division III Manchester College on Wednesday at
Lantz Arena.
All thirteen players on the roster saw action with each scoring
points.
Eastern showed tough defense in
the first half limiting the Spartans
to 17 points.
Junior guard T.J. Marion said he
hopes they can carry this into Saturday's game.
"I think in the first half we really
got out as a good defensive team,"
Marion said. "We were strong and
caused a lot of turnovers."
Junior forward Edin Suljic
said the team ran the offense well
despite Manchester giving them

different defensive looks.
Eastern head coach Mike Miller said the Panthers must rebound
better if they want to beat the
Mastodons.
"In the first half, I thought we
showed some discipline on both
ends of the floor," Milkr said. "I
was pleased with that. In the second half, not as much."
Miller said as the team continues to play this season, the players
should mature and learn to keep
the intensity going with large leads.
Despite its 0-2 record, IPFW
has played a tough schedule so far
this season.
The Mastodons opened their
season at Xavier, who consistently
has a chance of making the NCAA
Tournament.
IPFW followed that with a
home game against Michigan State,
the No. 5 ranked team in the country by the Associated Press.
IPFW trailed 32-24 at halftime
but started the second half with an
11-0 run to take a three-point lead
at 35-32.
Michigan State then went on
a run of its own later in the half,
scoring 13 straight points to take a
55-44 lead.
·
"They play a style similar to
ours," Miller said about the Mast-

odons. "They really try to defend
in the half court. You can really
see they try to stress fundamentals
in how they play. They play smart.
They're not particularly big on the
front line. They'll play one big guy
and they'll play a lot of (versatile
players). They shoot and they drive
it."
The Mastodons are led by sophomore guard Ben Botts.
Botts has scored 13 points per
game t~rough the two games this
season, and he is the team's leading
scorer.
In addition . to the game Saturday, the Panthers will travel to
Indianapolis on Monday for a game
against Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis at Conseco Field House - the
home of the NBA's Indiana Pacers.
Miller said the game against the
Jaguars would be a great opportunity for the players - especially
with Thanksgiving Break - because
the team would get to go down one
day early and train at Conseco.
Miller said the Panthers' coaches
are familiar with three of IUPUI's
starters because Eastern recruited
them. Tip-off is scheduled for 6:30
p.m.
Dan Cusack can be reached at 5877944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.
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Junior guard Jay Smith drives to the basket against Manchester College
Wednesday evening at Lantz Arena. The Panthers won 82-53.
,

WOMEN'S SWIMMING I SPOTLIGHT

Taking .a walk through the (Orland) Park

High school
teammates, rival
making a difference
on Eastern swim team
By BOB BAJEK

Staff Reporter
Eastern athletics focus on building
a community between student athletes. The Panthers' women's swimming team already has this community, literally.
Junior Laura Nielsen and freshmen Alex Green and Kelley Guzzo are all from Orland Park, swimming as teammates and rivals in high
school.
Eastern swimming head coach
Matt Bos said the Orland Park area

has historically been a strong area to
recruit athletes for the Panthers' program in the past. For him to continue that recruitment, Bos said he has
help from Lockport High School
swimming head coach Grant Ferkaluk, a former Eastern teammate.
"Obviously, we continue to
talk," Bos said. "He has passed on a
lot of information on women and
men swimmers who are juniors and
seniors. We'll continue to talk and
utilize that area with our resources to
bring kids here."
Green and Nilsen both swam
at Lockport for two years in high
school as part of the 2005 and 2006
teams that reached state finals. Green
fondly recalls her time with Nilsen at
practice.
"Some days we would practice in

the same lane for four hours," Green
smiled. "We would crack a lot of
inside jokes during that time."
Guzzo swam for Sandburg High
School, a rival of Lockport.
"I think to this date Sandburg and
Lockport have been the biggest rivalry in state and conference," Guzzo
said. "In every event, it comes down
to Lockport and Sandburg for state."
Nilsen said she would go head-tohead against Guzw and always win
when the two teams swam against
each other.
Guzw laughed and said she only
won those races her senior year afrer
Nilsen had graduated.
While Nilsen and Green's coach
went to Eastern, Guzw said she
was still .aware of the Panthers' solid
swimming program.

"There are a lot of Sandburg
swimmers who came here, and I
heard good things about it," Guzio
said. "My coach Jen Caliendo recommended it."
Eastern graduate assistant coach
Holly Hooe was Nilsen's teammate
for two years at Eastern.
"She's very outgoing - can make
friends with anyone,'' Hooe said.
"She's kind of quiet in practice, but
she's busy working."
The addition of the two freshmen
along with Nilsen has boosted the
work ethic and morale of the team.
"From the beginning of the year,
everyone came in a little behind of
where they wanted to be," Hooe
said. "These three were able to work
hard and excel in practice. They were
working hard for the team."

Despite having been recruited by
former head swimming coach Ray
Padovan, the Orland Park trio said
they enjoy training with Bos. Nilsen
said he is working the swimmers
harder then Padovan though they
have similar styles of coaching.
"We all have confidence in Matt
Bos' workouts, so it will work out in
the end," Guzzo said.
According to Hooe, Nilsen is
coming off a leg injury but has
trained back to health. Bos said he is
happy with her progress.
"We are trying to monitor past
injuries, and our team has been
healthy," he said. "Hopefully, she'll
continue to do well."
·
Bob Bajek can be reached at 587 -7944
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu.
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Houston at Washington
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TRIPLE TH REAY

Tony Romo
Jessica Simpson must have been
busy on Wednesday afternoon. Instead
of heading to the movies with his significant other, current Dallas Cowboys quarterback - and former Eastern star - Tony Romo (above) treated a
homeless man in Dallas to a free showing of "Role Models.• The homeless
man, known as Doc, informed Romo
he hadn't showered in a few days, but
Romo said he was OK with that since
he was used to locker rooms.
But that's not it. Here are· three
other random acts of kindness from
Romo.
1. Pep Rally- Romo was busy this
week. Not only did he have time for a
movie with his new friend, but he also
showed up at Dallas' Lake Highlands
High School on Tuesday. Also there
was actor Will Smith, who was in the
area to promote his latest movie.
2. Flat Tire - Romo was busy on
Sept. 7. Not only did he lead the Cowboys to a 28-10 victory against the
Cleveland Browns, but on his way
home, he stopped and changed a flat
tire for some unsuspecting Texans.
3. Donation - Romo's kind acts
are not just liiT\ited to Texas. He signed
a new five-year, $67.S million deal with
Cowboys in late 2007. Soon after he
donated $100,000 to Eastern. Threefourths of the donation went to the
athletic department and the rest went
to the communications studies department.
-Scott Richey
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Junior swimmer Laura Nilsen performs a backstroke at the Ball State on Oct. 11. Both Eastern swim teams lost against Saint Louis on Thursday night.

Sai·n t Louis sinks Panthers
Staff Report
The Eastern men's and women's
swimming teams lost to Saint Louis at the Simon Recreation Cemer in
St. Louis.
The men's team lost 131-82, winning only three of 10 scored evei;its,
while the women's team lost 122-

102 winning four events.
The Panthers fell with a combined team score of253-184.
For the women's team they won
the 200-yard medley team relay in
a time of 1 minute, 51.03 seconds.
The team consisted of junior Laura
Nilsen, senior Sheila Dugan, junior
Kellie Logterman and freshman

Tyler Crittenden.
Junior Lauren Zillmer won the
200-yard freestyle in 1:53.55 with a
fast spilt of 27.85. Crittenden also
won the 50-yard freestyle in 25: 15.
The 200-yard freestyle relay team
in 1:39.69.
For the men's team, senior Elliot
McGill won the 50-yard freestyle in

22:56. Senior Joe Ethington won
the 100-yard freestyle with a time
of 49: 11. Freshman Matt O'Hagan
won the 100-yard breaststroke with
a time of 1:00.45.
The men's and women's teams
will swim next Dec. 5 for the House
of Champions Invitational in Indianapolis.

FOOTBALL I EASTERN ATTENNESSEETECH

Panthers wrap up season on the road
Defense has to be
aware ofTTU's 'ball
security issues'
By SCOTT RICHEY

Sports Editor

ARIHORING

Offseason
•

important
for training
When an athletes' regular season ends, the offieason starts. The
offieason gives players a chance to
mentally recuperate and rest their
bodies.
However, some athletes have
the mistaken assumption that
the offseason serves as time off
to rdax: and forget about playing their respective sport. That's
why I believe the offseason should
'be referred to as the developmental season.

»

SEE HORING, PAGE 9

Red-shirt junior quarterback
Bodie Reeder said if Eastern loses its final game of the season, the
Panthers would be faced with a
long offseason.
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
does not take as much credence in
the effect the final game of a season has on the next season.
"I don't think that if you win
the game to that extent you're
going to have a great season the
next fall," Spoo said. "Nor do I
believe if you lose the last game
you're not going to be successful
the next year. Too much is made
of that last game. The point is you
want to win it."
The Panthers (4-7, 2-5 Ohio
Valley Conference) will have their
chance to win their final game
when they travel to Cookeville,
Tenn., to play Tennessee Tech (38, 1-6 OVC) at 1 :30 p.m. Saturday at Tucker Stadium.
_Spoo said a big deal could not
be made about the results of the

ALYCIA ROCKEY ) THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Red-shirt junior wide receiver Adam Kesler gets tackled during Eastern's final home game against Austin Peay
Saturday at O'Brien Stadium. The Panthers play at Tennessee Tech to close out the season.

final game of a season. Once the
next semester starts, so does the
next season.
"People will have gotten by that
by that time," Spoo said.
Senior
cornerback
Adri-

an Arrington said the Panthers'
game plan would not change
just because the game against the
Golden Eagles is the last of the
season.
"Even though it's the last game,

we're going to play just like it
was the first game or the national
championship."

»

SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Saturday at IPFW

I

Noon - Fort Wayne, Ind.
}

t

I"' I

FOOTBALL

Saturday at Tennessee Tech
1:30 p.m. - Cookeville, Tenn.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

I

Monday vs. Southern Methodist
Noon - Lantz Arena

I

I~

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Tuesday at IUPUI

I

6:30 p.m. - Indianapolis

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Friday vs. Savannah State
4 p.m. - Cincinnati

I

